The Master of Science in Construction Management program is an advanced curriculum focusing on research in areas related to construction management. Students will develop a specialization through coursework in their fields of interest. The program is augmented with classes in business administration, engineering, architecture, and other support areas as appropriate for specialization development.

A minimum body of knowledge is required as a prerequisite of admission for students without an appropriate degree or substantial professional experience.

The program has a 32 credit hours thesis option or a 36 credit hour non-thesis option.

Because of the important role of computing in the disciplines housed within the College of Architecture, all entering students are required to possess a portable, network-ready personal computer capable of running software appropriate to their academic program. No student will be denied admission to Texas A&M University based on inability to purchase a computer. Additional information is available on the College of Architecture website.

This program offers a combined master’s degree program with the graduate programs in Construction Management and in Land and Property Development that enables students to graduate with a Master of Science in Construction Management and a Master in Land and Property Development upon completion of the combined 68 credit hour (with thesis) core curriculum. A student must be admitted into both the graduate program in Construction Management and the graduate program in Land and Property Development before completion of this dual degree program.
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Ahn, Changbum R, Associate Professor
Construction Science
PHD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2012

Aryal, Ashrant, Assistant Professor
Construction Science
PHD, University of Southern California, 2020

Behzadan, Amir H, Associate Professor
Construction Science
PHD, University of Michigan, 2008

Carlson, Kimberly A, Senior Lecturer
Construction Science
MAR, Texas A&M University, 2002

Choi, Kunhee, Associate Professor
Construction Science
PHD, University of California at Berkeley, 2008

Cokinos, Gregory, Visiting Lecturer
Construction Science
JD, South Texas College of Law, 1982

Daigneault, Melissa S, Visiting Lecturer
Construction Science
JD, Wake Forest University School of Law, 2003

Dixit, Manish K, Associate Professor
Construction Science
PHD, Texas A&M University, 2013

Ellis, Debra R, Senior Lecturer
Construction Science
JD, Baylor University, 1993

Escamilla Jr, Edelmiro E, Instructional Associate Professor
Construction Science
PHD, Texas A&M University, 2011
MAR, Texas A&M University, 2002

Feigenbaum, Leslie H, Senior Lecturer
Construction Science
MS, Texas A&M University, 1985

Ham, Youngjib, Associate Professor
Construction Science
PHD, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 2015
MAR, Seoul National University, Korea, 2011

Hartell, Julie Ann, Assistant Professor
Construction Science
PHD, McGill University, Montreal, Canada, 2014

Jeong, Hyungsok David, Professor
Construction Science
PHD, Purdue University, 2005

Kang, Ho-Yeong, Associate Professor
Construction Science
PHD, Texas A&M University, 2001
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PHD, Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Israel, 2006

Lewis, Michael P, Associate Professor
Construction Science
PHD, North Carolina State University, 2009
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Construction Science
MS, Texas A&M University, 1997

McCloskey, Aarika, Visiting Lecturer
Construction Science
JD, Southern Methodist University, 2014

Nichols, John M, Associate Professor
Construction Science
PHD, University of Newcastle, Australia, 2002

Rodgers, William S, Professor of the Practice
Construction Science
JD, Texas Tech University, 1978
Rybkowski, Zofia K, Associate Professor
Construction Science
PHD, University of California at Berkeley, 2009
MAR, Harvard University, 1991

Ryoo, Boong Y, Associate Professor
Construction Science
PHD, University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1995
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Construction Science
PHD, University of Florida, 2009

Williamson, Kenneth C, Associate Professor
Construction Science
PHD, University of Oklahoma, 1994

Masters

• Master of Land and Property Development and Master of Science in Construction Management Combined Degree Program (http://catalog.tamu.edu/graduate/colleges-schools-interdisciplinary/architecture/landscape-architecture-urban-planning/combined-mlp-ms-comg/)

• Master of Science in Construction Management (http://catalog.tamu.edu/graduate/colleges-schools-interdisciplinary/architecture/construction-science/ms/)

Doctoral

• Doctor of Philosophy in Construction Science (http://catalog.tamu.edu/graduate/colleges-schools-interdisciplinary/architecture/construction-science/construction-science-phd/)